No doubt about it! . . . the new Titleist is, without qualification, the golf ball success of 1952!
Again have to say that Women’s Western Golf Assn. runs a tournament as perfectly as is humanly possible . . . The WWGA Open at Skokie CC (Chicago dist.) was another example of WWGA management . . . No beefs from the field . . . Course, soaked by cloudbursts, and with rough longer than for member play, played long for the girls . . . First two days it played tougher than Northwood for National Open and Big Spring for PGA . . . Although improvement in course condition correctly is credited as a factor lowering scoring and Skokie is a magnificently groomed course, we believe it was a more difficult course for this year’s WWGA Open than it was in 1922 when Sarazen won the National Open there.

Leading girls’ fairway wood play is of higher general standard than men pro and amateur stars can display . . . If men’s fairways woods were as good as the women’s the men would have mastered Northwood’s long par 4 sixth . . . The girls are far back of the men’s performance in scrambling, or recovering and making pars and birdies out of possible bogies.

There never has been a greater exhibition of scrambling than that by Julius Boros in winning the Open . . . In the third round he was down in 2 from each of 7 traps . . . That gave him his 68 with a drive out of bounds on the 8th . . . In the final round he was down in 2 from 6 traps . . . On the 210 yd. 16th he was 30 yds. short with his tee shot, pitched short onto the fringe and putted in from 30 ft.

Scrambling is no disparaging term but an art and smart tactics the way Boros did it at Northwood . . . Northwood is a placement course . . . Tee shots must be accurate and approaches over the greens are murderous . . . Boros, a strong, imperturbable player, resisted the temptation to try to steer his shots . . . He banged away from the tees, played short to let the ball bounce or roll on and had a putter hotter than the Texas sun.

Boros was simply at the height of his kind of a game at Northwood and he didn’t try to change it under pressure . . . Further revelation of the 32-year-old ex-Connecticut amateur champion’s good judgment was made in his declining the PGA’s invitation to play in the PGA championship although not eligible under the PGA rule which requires 5 years in pro ranks as a qualification for membership . . . “I’m going to be a PGA member a long time. I’d rather take my regular turn like the rest,” he said in declining the invitation issued after a vote of the associations executive committee . . . The affair was well handled all around with the PGA doing the sporting thing and avoiding criticism it received when Lawson Little and Cary Middlecoff were young pro holders of the National Open title but couldn’t compete in the PGA championship . . . The PGA at its next annual meeting may authorize an invitation to play in the PGA championship to any pro who is the National Open champion.

An effect of television coverage of golf championships in enforcing observance of the rules of golf was forecast by an incident at Northwood . . . A player in a water hazard was shown on the TV screen stamping down grass behind his ball and violating Rule 33-1 flagrantly . . . The 2 stroke penalty didn’t appear on his card, hence according to Rule 38-2 the player should have been disqualified . . . Another obvious violation of the rules was a prominent younger player’s failure to drop his ball according to Rule 33-3.

Otey Crisman, Selma, Ala., putter-making specialist, subject of very interesting column by Louis Cox, Dallas Times-Herald sports editor, the day preceding the opening of the Open . . . Not one writer covering the Open picked Boros as winner . . . Louis Cox was only one who forecast the winning score . . . Mangrum and Hogan were pre-Open selections of most writers.

Hogan was lucky to get four rounds alive in that sizzling heat . . . He lost 3 pounds during the second round . . . He played smart golf but the sweltering Saturday had him so the meat wouldn’t do what the head asked . . . You’ve got to hand it to Pork-chops Oliver for training for the Open . . . The merry Fat Man was in fine physical condition for withstanding the frying-out of 4 rounds when it seldom was under 100 on the Northwood course.

North Texas State college set some sort
“Healthy, Colorful Turf Throughout the Season—with AGRICO!”

Frank Svehla, greenkeeper at Suburban Golf Club, Union, N. J., points out aerifed turf produced through use of the alfalfa disc-seeder.

FOR the past 11 years, it has been my practice to use AGRICO COUNTRY CLUB Fertilizer on my turf,” writes Frank Svehla, Greenkeeping Superintendent at Suburban Golf Club, Union, N. J., and treasurer of the N. J. Greenkeepers Ass’n. “I have found that the use of Agrico, coupled with regular aeration of fairways with the alfalfa disc-seeder, has always given us healthy, colorful turf all through the season, with little or no artificial irrigation. Use plenty of Agrico regularly and you’re way ahead in keeping fairways and greens in excellent playing condition.”

Order Agrico now—it’s specially made to feed golf-course turf and feed it right. Ask your regular supplier, phone nearest A.A.C. Sales Office, or write to The AMERICAN AGRICULTURAL CHEMICAL Co., 50 Church Street, New York 7, N. Y.

of a record with 5 boys of Coach Fred Cobb’s squad, headed by Billy Maxwell, playing in the Open... Cobb has those kids playing heady golf.

Herman Borchardt, supt. of Northwood, is entitled to high praise for the excellent condition of the course... The course is only 4 years old... It was designed by Bill Diddle... It’s a tight, true test of golf, laid out on an area impossible to handle without some rather long walks between greens and tees... High heat and humidity required some watering of greens during play around noon... Greens are Seaside bent... Constant expert vigilance was essential to preserve the greens in Open championship condition... R. C. Bowman, Lakewood supt., and other Dallas district supt.s, gave Borchardt invaluable help by keeping close watch on various greens while Herman was doing a superman’s job trying to be everywhere at once.

Royce Chaney, mgr., Northwood, gave a great demonstration of how to handle championship crowd in a long, rambling clubhouse that wasn’t designed for big business... Air-conditioning in the clubhouse not only made the customers comfortable but it eased the help situation and aided in speeding service.

Bill Diddle’s 18-hole fee course, without sand traps, now operating at Indianapolis... Bill figures this is about the 200th...
For the painstaking accuracy of cut that makes greens tournament-smooth, golf course superintendents rely on the Jacobsen Power Greens Mower. The precision-built reel with chrome nickel steel blades is geared to provide a high frequency of cut, resulting in the smoothest putting surface obtainable.

Famous Jacobsen engine with counterbalanced crankshaft mounted on heavy-duty ball bearings eliminates engine vibration. Add to this Jacobsen exclusive, quick-off, quick-on transport wheels, fully enclosed drive, simple bed knife adjustment, and you have a few more reasons why Jacobsen Power Greens Mowers are “First on the green, best on the score card.”
Greenkeeping Superintendents, who know the score when it comes to the successful development and maintenance of exceptional greens and good fairway turf, specify and use more MILORGANITE than any other fertilizer. A carload a year usually takes care of the requirements for a well-kept 18-hole course.

MILORGANITE produces vigorous, healthy, weed- and drought-resistant turf that keeps your Club membership and guests both happy and enthusiastic.

The services of our Agronomists and Soil Testing Laboratory are available for the asking.

THE SEWERAGE COMMISSION
MILWAUKEE • WISCONSIN

"FLEXI-COMB"
for fairway mowers

Reduce thatch
Smother cut
Overcome weeds

Begin Flexi-combing early in the season. Comb out accumulated plant material to provide better growing conditions. A thatch layer sheds water, prevents fertilizer from getting down to the soil.

Reduction of thatch by Flexi-combing promotes healthier growing conditions—reduces disease.

Use Flexi-combs on mowers to overcome existing thatch and prevent its reoccurrence.

Flexi-combs fit Toro and Worthington mowers. Combs are mounted permanently on mowers—easily locked out of operating position when their use is not required.

Improved design provides easier depth adjustment.

West Point Products Corporation
West Point, Pa.
Use the AERIFIER on Greens throughout the Summer

Harry E. Sanborn, Superintendent at Hanover (N.H.) Country Club, says:

"We bought our West Point G-L Aerifier in 1951 after one of the driest springs that we have experienced. With the dry weather the surface of our greens turned to a hard crust and, because of the runoff, hours of artificial watering showed no apparent effect.

"As soon as we received our G-L model we aerified twice within a week, and since that time once each month. We have found that because of this we have softer, springier greens; that we use less artificial watering, thus saving labor for other jobs.

"This spring of 1952, one year after starting to aerify, our greens came through the winter better and were in condition to play sooner than ever before."

Once a month aerification of greens throughout the growing season has become established practice on many golf courses. Less water is required, disease incidence is reduced, greens are more resilient and satisfactory for the players. This is one instance where economical maintenance produces better quality turf.

Use the G-L Aerifier on tees, too. Keep soil open to absorb water. Cultivation with the Aerifier is the only type of aerification that loosens soil around cavities so roots can penetrate. It develops the extensive root systems that make for greater wear-resistance. Well-aerated, adequately fertilized soil provides the best growing conditions, encourages vigorous growth so injuries will heal over quickly.

Aerification with the Aerifier is quick and easy. The G-L model is convenient for use on greens, tees and lawn areas around the clubhouse. Aerifying should be routine maintenance procedure.

When you spend time aerifying, give turf the threefold benefits of "cultivating action", provided only by the special patented spoon design of the Aerifier. "Cultivating action" makes openings from the surface to the root zone. Removes cores of soil so surrounding packed soil has room to expand. Loosens walls of cavities so root tips can penetrate and spread out. No other type of aerifying gives all these improvements.

© 1952 by West Point Products Corporation
an organic cadmium fungicide

**THE PROVEN CURE FOR**

DOLLAR SPOT  
PINK PATCH  
COPPER SPOT

**CHECK THESE FACTS:**

Used effectively for 5 years by greenkeepers everywhere.

Odorless; non-irritating to the skin.

Easily applied as dust or spray.

May be applied with fertilizers for easy, 2-in-1 application.

Non-injurious to turf.

The only fungicide to exhibit long residual protective action against dollar spot—complete control for 60 days after last treatment.

A single application eliminates dollar spot within 7 days.

Aids in the prevention of large brown patch.

Will not corrode equipment.

**Most inexpensive proven product.**

GALLOWHUR CHEMICAL CORPORATION

801 Second Avenue
New York 17, N. Y.

---

that boxing management is stinking with underworld scum, another big fight that gave off foul fumes of a gambling fix; all have combined to get more people reading golf news... Local names of men, women and kids are stirring smart managing editors, sports editors and circulation managers to give more of a play to golf... W. Wirth Upchurch, Jr., in first season as Midland (Mich.) CC mgr... TransMississippi experiment in playing qualifiers in foursomes and having ball nearest cup putter first successful at Lakewood CC, Denver, in speeding play... Play was a bit faster at National Open, compared with previous years... Hogan and Oliver made third round in 3 hours and 58 minutes with gallery in sweltering heat delaying the boys somewhat.

Maybe the durable and forthright Sarazen has the only answer to speeding up the snails... They tell about Gene at an eastern tournament being behind a group of notoriously slow players... When a hole opened ahead of the snails Gene yelled "fore" and slammed his drive against their heels... "Do you mind if we go through? I've got to get home for milking and you're not going anywhere," Gene asked.

Palo Alto (Calif.) Mayor J. Pearce Mitchell appoints committee to study plan for new 18-hole course... Twilight 9-hole reduced rate, beginning 2 hours before sunset, in effect at Springfield, Mass., 2 muny...
YOUR BEST TRACTOR BUY IS WORTHINGTON

For a combination general utility and gang mower tractor, you can't beat the "G." A demonstration will convince you. See your Worthington dealer now.

ECONOMY
Hydraulic brakes and engine governor standard — no extra cost.
Low gas consumption with Ford industrial engine.

SAFETY AND MANEUVERABILITY
Pivotally mounted axle and low center of gravity provide safety on hillsides.
Short wheel base permits sharp turns, extra maneuverability in close quarters.
Big 9:00 x 16 tires for better traction.

OPERATOR COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE
"E-Z" ride seat with spring and hydraulic shock absorber.
Adjustable steering column.
Reserve gas tank — eliminates "running out."

WORTHINGTON MOWER COMPANY
Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania
Clean out Crabgrass

EASY PROVEN Scotts WAY

No mixing, apply SCUTL as it comes from bag. 3 or 4 treatments scuttles crabgrass without discoloring good grass. Ask for estimate.

O M Scott & Sons Co., Marysville, Ohio

courses. Lot of women's office and factory employees leagues at public courses this year. In 25th anniversary ceremonies at Alameda (Calif.) muny course pro Earl Fry and wife presented with silver set and Jim Hunter, starter since the course opened, given a check for trip he and his wife are to make to Scotland.

Bergen County, N. J. Park Commission considering construction of course. Gordon Brunton proposes that city of Riverside, Calif., lease him 150 acre tract for 50 years as golf course site. Southern Hills CC, Tulsa, Okla., enlarging Bill Wotherspoon's pro shop. Chuck Lewis, operator of Colma (Calif.) golf range has opened 6-hole course at Strawberry Lodge, 15 miles from Lake Tahoe. He plans enlargement soon to 9 and eventually 18.

Harry Grayson, NEA sports editor, in arguing against those who complain that USGA toughens courses too much for the National Open, suggests "Pull in the fences and stands and let pop-fly guys swat home runs." Al Cluci elected Long Island PGA pres. for 12th consecutive term.

Joe Dey, USGA executive sec., starring as a dinner speaker. Joe's talk at testimonial banquet given by Detroit GC to Horton Smith was a shining performance among an all-star line-up of after-dinner orators. Then at dinner Texas sports writers gave Ben Hogan, prior to National

Better Greens...

from Better Top Dressing

prepared with a ROYER

Greenskeepers know the value of good top dressing. You get the best ready-to-use top dressing with a Royer Compost Mixer. The steel toothed combing belt action shreds and blends the material into fluffy, open particles, free of all contamination, ready to be applied to greens.

One man and a Royer can produce top dressing in one-quarter to one-eighth the time required for manual preparation. Send for Bulletin 46 giving details.

Royer Foundry & Machine Co.
171 Pringle St., Kingston, Pa.